750kg

Max Pre-tension

Load Control Trifecta

1. Higher Pre-tension 2. Ergonomic loading 3. Controlled Load Releaser
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SPECIFICATIONS
TFI: 750daN
Length: 9 metre standard - custom lengths
available
Lashing Capacity: 2500kg

pretensioning forces using much less muscle
power. As you always pull ERGO ratchets
downwards instead of pushing upwards, they
are much gentler on your back. With the extrademands to an even higher level.

When the jaws of the TFI are closed, it indic
the maximum pretensioning force that can b
achieved of 750 daN. Intermediate stages ca
also be read off. It just can’t get any easier. A
now there is also a TFI with an adapter for th
adjustable end.

Hook(s): 2 x Hooks with Keeper
Australian Standards Number:
AS/NZS 4380:2001
Code: 20035 D21

“Anti-Belt-Slip” Procedure

The ratchet is opened, the tension loosens
SpanSet Australia Ltd 150 Old Bathurst Rd, Emu Plains NSW 2750, Australia sporadically, and the load gets out of control
Anyone who has experienced this knows how
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control even during release. The ABS system

